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The Interactive Decision Committee for
Chaemical Toxicity Analysis
Chaeryon Kang, Hao Zhu, Fred A. Wright, Fei Zou, and Michael R. Kosorok

Abstract

We introduce the Interactive Decision Committee method for classification when
high-dimensional feature variables are grouped into feature categories. The proposed method uses the interactive re- lationships among feature categories to build
base classifiers which are combined using decision committees. A two-stage 5fold cross- validation technique is utilized to decide the total number of base
classifiers to be combined. The proposed procedure is useful for clas- sifying
biochemicals on the basis of toxicity activity, where the feature space consists
of chemical descriptors and the responses are binary indicators of toxicity activity. Each descriptor belongs to at least one descriptor category. The support
vector machine algorithm is utilized as a classifier inducer. Forward selection is
used to select the best combinations of the base classifiers given the number of
base classifiers. We applied the proposed method to two chemical toxic- ity data
sets. For these data sets, the proposed method outperforms other decision committee methods including adaboost, bagging, random forests, the univariate decision
committee, and a single large, unaggregated classifier.

Submitted to the Annals of Applied Statistics

THE INTERACTIVE DECISION COMMITTEE FOR
CHEMICAL TOXICITY ANALYSIS
By CHAERYON KANG∗ , HAO ZHU† , FRED A. WRIGHT‡ ,
FEI ZOU, and MICHAEL R. KOSOROK §
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL
We introduce the Interactive Decision Committee method for
classification when high-dimensional feature variables are grouped
into feature categories. The proposed method uses the interactive relationships among feature categories to build base classifiers which
are combined using decision committees. A two-stage 5-fold crossvalidation technique is utilized to decide the total number of base
classifiers to be combined. The proposed procedure is useful for classifying biochemicals on the basis of toxicity activity, where the feature
space consists of chemical descriptors and the responses are binary
indicators of toxicity activity. Each descriptor belongs to at least one
descriptor category. The support vector machine algorithm is utilized as a classifier inducer. Forward selection is used to select the
best combinations of the base classifiers given the number of base
classifiers. We applied the proposed method to two chemical toxicity data sets. For these data sets, the proposed method outperforms
other decision committee methods including adaboost, bagging, random forests, the univariate decision committee, and a single large,
unaggregated classifier.

1. Introduction. The assessment of potential toxicity associated with
drugs and commercial chemicals is an important topic in medicinal chemistry and toxicology. Standard toxicity assessment requires in vivo testing
in animals, which is expensive, time consuming, and raises ethical concerns.
For these reasons, only a small fraction of commercial chemicals have been
tested extensively. Thus, there is increasing interest in developing models for
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accurate toxicity prediction, to better prioritize chemicals for testing, with
an ultimate goal of purely computational toxicity prediction. Quantitative
Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) modeling is one of the most popular approaches to develop computational toxicity models (Richard, 2006).
QSAR approaches model the relationship between chemical structures and
target biological activities and the resulting models are used to predict the
target biological activities using the chemical descriptors of new compounds.
External prediction accuracy is one of the most important issues in QSAR
modeling. However, most currently available QSAR toxicity models have
relatively low prediction ability for new compounds (Stouch et al. (2003);
Johnson (2008)). The goal of this paper is to develop a new modeling procedure to improve QSAR models of animal toxicity. We propose an extension
of the decision committee method which uses the interactive relationship
among feature categories to combine base classifiers for more accurate classification. To set the stage for our contribution, we briefly introduce the
basic idea of the decision committee method and related issues.
The decision committee method, sometimes called ensemble or classifier
fusion, is known to perform better than a single classifier because it associates multiple base classifiers to work as a committee (Opitz and Maclin
(1999); Assareh, Moradi and Volkert (2008)). The basic idea of the decision
committee method is to integrate multiple base classifiers which are individually trained by a deterministic inducer (a mapping from a training sample
to a classifier) into the combined classification system. Each base classifier
can provide complementary information about the pattern to be classified,
which may lead to better performance in the classification task (Vale et al.,
2008). In addition, aggregating multiple predictions from different base classifiers can resolve the problem of overtraining (Shin and Markey, 2006). Aggregation is the procedure by which multiple classifiers are combined into
a single large classifier. A good choice of the aggregation rule can improve
the classification accuracy. There are many different aggregation rules in
the decision committee method literature (Clemen (1989); Ali and Pazzani
(1996); Dietterich (1997)). We discuss aggregation rules in detail later in
this paper.
In the decision committee method, diversity among base classifiers is one
of the key factors to improve classification performance, and can be even
more important than the aggregation rule (Assareh, Moradi and Volkert,
2008). Lam (2000) and Shipp and Kuncheva (2002) characterized diversity
by independence among the base classifiers (independency), tendency to
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make different decisions (orthogonality), and complementary effects (complementarity) among base classifiers. Krogh and Vedelsby (1995) define diversity as disagreement among the base classifiers on feature variables. It
is obvious that there would be no accuracy gained by aggregating multiple classifiers which provide identical information about the classification
pattern. Diverse classifiers provide varied information for the classification
patterns.
One can increase the diversity among base classifiers through resampling
individuals as training sets (for example, boosting (Freund and Schapire,
1997) and bagging (Breiman, 1996)), selecting different subsets of feature
variables (for example, the random forest (Breiman, 2001) and the random
subspace algorithm (Ho, 1998)), or using different types of learning algorithms to build base classifiers. Recent research has improved classification
performance further by integrating boosting or bagging with feature selection (for example, Stefanowski (2005) and Assareh, Moradi and Volkert
(2008)).
In ensemble feature selection, each base classifier is trained based on different subsets of feature variables. See Opitz (1999), Abeel et al. (2009),
Vale et al. (2008), and Tuv et al. (2009) for more details. Many recent studies of chemical toxicity have utilized the ensemble feature selection method to
develop QSAR models. Budka and Gabrys (2010) applied a ridge regression
ensemble in which base classifiers were trained using different feature subsets
selected by the “plus-L-takeaway-R” method (van der Heijden et al., 2004).
Dutta et al. (2007) proposed an ensemble feature selection method to identify an optimal subset of chemical descriptors based on different types of
learning algorithms applied simultaneously. Neither study, however, considered the potential interactive relationship between existing categories
of descriptors. Including these two studies, most published articles in the
decision committee method literature have focused on finding better aggregation rules or on feature selection using on marginal prediction ability
(Bauer and Kohavi (1999); Assareh, Moradi and Volkert (2008); Tuv et al.
(2009)).
When feature variables belong to some informative categories, each category yields different predictions of outcome due to fundamental differences
in the information contained in the variables. Eventually, this increases the
diversity among base classifiers. Each category might provide important insight into the data structure by itself (the univariate method) or via asimsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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sociation with other categories (the interactive method). It is scientifically
reasonable to assume that different feature categories may be interactively
associated, and that such relationships could affect the classification task.
In this paper, we propose the interactive decision committee (IDC) method
to improve prediction accuracy in binary classification problems when highdimensional feature variables are grouped into feature categories. The method
uses the interactive relationships between existing feature categories to build
base classifiers in the decision committee context. This is our first contribution. Our second contribution is to utilize a two-stage 5-fold cross-validation
(CV) technique to choose the number of base classifiers to be combined.
This technique reduces problems on overtraining by controlling the size of
the decision committee method. We found that this procedure performs significantly better than commonly used decision committee methods as well
as a single large, unaggregated classifier, and it is more computationally efficient.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide detailed information on two real chemical toxicity data sets. Next, we describe
the IDC method and setup for the IDC method. This includes a general setting for the decision committee method and aggregation rules, and a brief
introduction to Support Vector Machines, which are utilized as classification
inducers in this study. We provide numerical results on the chemical toxicity data in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of some of the
limitations of the proposed method, and further research topics to pursue.
2. Chemical Toxicity Data set. In this study, two sets of chemical
toxicity data sets are used for model development. Each data set consists of
binary in-vivo endpoints based on animal experiments.
2.1. Chemical toxicity from ToxRefDB. Historical animal toxicity data
for 320 compounds are stored in the Toxicity Reference Database (ToxRefDB),
developed by the National Center for Computational Toxicology in the
US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) (Martin et al. (2009a);
Martin et al. (2009b)). Up to 78 in-vivo toxicity endpoints are available for
each compound. These in-vivo toxicity endpoints were based on chronic, subchronic, developmental, and reproductive toxicity experiments. We used a
subset of the original data for this study, due to the relatively low ratio
of active compounds for most animal toxicity testings. Eighteen endpoints
with the highest activity ratios were selected for model development. Also,
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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we excluded duplicates, and those compounds that could not be handled by
our descriptor generating software. Across the eighteen endpoints, the number of compounds in each endpoint subset ranged from 237 to 249 (Table
1). Toxicity results were coded as 1 (active, toxic), or -1 (inactive, non-toxic).

2.2. Chemical toxicity from ICCVAM. A second toxicity data set of 471
compounds was obtained from the Interagency Coordinating Committee on
the Validation of Alternative Methods (ICCVAM; NIEHS (2009)). In this
data set, the skin sensitization potential was tested using a local lymph node
assay. Each testing result was coded as 1 (active, sensitizer), or -1 (inactive,
non-sensitizer). After removing duplicates and the compounds that could
not be handled by our descriptor generating software, the final ICCVAM
data set contained 262 unique compounds and 134 out of these 262 compounds (51.15%) are active (Table 1).

2.3. Chemical descriptors computed by DRAGON. For each toxicity data
set introduced in 2.1 and 2.2, a large set of theoretical molecular descriptors
were computed by DRAGON 5.5 software (DRAGON, 2006). 2,489 chemical descriptors and 2,442 chemical descriptors were available for compounds
in the ToxRefDB data and in the ICCVAM data, respectively, after removing descriptors which showed almost no variation in the data set (hereafter
“invariant”). The selected chemical descriptors belong to one of the following ten descriptor categories: 2D-autocorrelation (calculated from topological and atomic mass), 1D-functional group counts, 2D-eigenvalue-based
indices (all 2D-descriptors based on eigenvalues), 2D-molecular properties
(measures of certain physical properties), 2D-atom-centered fragments, 2Dtopological descriptors (a number of topological patterns), 2D-connectivity
indices (number of indices), 0D-constitutional descriptors (number of atoms),
2D-walk and path counts, and 2D-fingerprints. These categories are different logical blocks of molecular descriptors computed by DRAGON. For each
data set, the ten categories of the chemical descriptors and the number of
chemical descriptors belonging to each category after removing invariant descriptors are given in Table 2. Ten different feature categories are associated
with theoretical molecular structure, it is reasonable to build base classifiers
based on the various feature categories and to combine base classifiers using
a decision committee method.
3. Methods and experimental setup.
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Table 1. All endpoints for the chemical toxicity and the total number of available chemical compounds for each endpoint are given for
both chemical toxicity data sets. The numbers in parentheses denote the percentage of active compounds for each endpoint.
Data

Endpoints

ToxRefDB CHR: Mouse: Liver Hypertrophy (Y1)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y2)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Tumors (Y3)
CHR: Mouse: Tumorigen (Y4)
CHR: Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5)
CHR: Rat: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y6)
CHR: Rat: Tumorigen (Y7)
DEV: Rabbit: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y8)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y9)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y10)
DEV: Rabbit Skeletal Axial (Y11)
DEV: Rat: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y12)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y13)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y14)
DEV: Rat: Skeletal Axial (Y15)
MGR:Rat: Kidney (Y16)
MGR: Rat: Liver (Y17)
MGR: Rat: Viability PND4 (Y18)
ICCVAM

Skin sensitization

Toxicity
category

Test species

chronic
chronic
chronic
chronic
chronic
chronic
chronic
developmental
developmental
developmental
developmental
developmental
developmental
developmental
developmental
reproductive
reproductive
reproductive

mouse
mouse
mouse
mouse
rat
rat
rat
rabbit
rabbit
rabbit
rabbit
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat
rat

Total number of compounds
(% of active compounds)
239
239
239
239
247
247
247
237
237
237
237
249
249
249
249
244
244
244

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

27.62
38.91
30.13
38.49
26.32
26.32
39.27
20.68
29.54
45.99
23.21
34.94
22.09
19.68
44.58
30.33
42.62
27.87

%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)
%)

262 ( 51.15 %)
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Table 2
Ten categories of chemical descriptors. The number of descriptors belonging to each
category was obtained after removing invariant descriptors. These molecular descriptors
were derived using DRAGON 5.5 software.
Number of variables

Category of variables

0D-constitutional descriptors
2D-topological descriptors
2D-walk and path counts
2D-connectivity indices
2D-autocorrelations
2D-eigenvalue-based indices
1D-functional group counts
2D-atom-centered fragments
2D-molecular properties
2D-fingerprints
Total

ToxRefDB

ICCVAM

40
98
47
33
96
235
64
81
28
382

46
102
47
33
96
235
85
79
29
378

1,104

1,130

3.1. Background methods.
3.1.1. General setting for the decision committee method. Suppose we
have training data consisting of n pairs {(yi , xi )}ni=1 , where yi ∈ {−1, 1} is
a binary outcome for class level, and xi ∈ Rp is a p-dimensional feature
vector. Following the presentation in Kuncheva, Bezdek and Duin (2001),
we define a classifier as a map C ∶ Rp ↦ {−1, 1}. Let µ(C(x)) denote the
output, or class label of C. During the construction phase, multiple base
classifiers C = {C1 , . . . , CL } are trained, and a collection of first-level outputs µ(C(x)) = {µ(C1 (x)), . . . , µ(CL (x))} are obtained. Then the final class
label Ĉ can be obtained by aggregating the base classifiers through the aggregation rule F(C) defined in the next section.
3.1.2. Aggregation rules. Suppose we have outputs {µ(C1 (x)), . . . , µ(CL (x))},
where µ(Cl (x)) denotes the first-level output obtained from a first-level classifier Cl , l = 1, . . . , L. The simplest aggregation rule is to take the average of
the outputs with the weight ω:
F1 (C∣ω) =

∑L
l=1 ωl,t µ(Cl (x))
,
L

imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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where ωl,t is a weight for each base classifier determined in the training
phase. A second aggregation rule is
F2 (C) = βtT R, where βt = (RtT Rt )−1 RtT yt .
Here, R = (1, µ(C1 (x)), . . . , µ(CL (x))) and Rt = (1, µ(C1,t (xt )), . . . , µ(C1,t (xt )))
denote a collection {µ(Cl (x))}L
l=1 for the test set and the training set, respectively. xt s and yt s are the covariates and known class labels for the training
set. Then, the final decision rule is
⎧
⎪
⎪ − 1, if F(C) < c∗ ,
Ĉ = ⎨
∗
⎪
⎪
⎩ + 1, if F(C) ≥ c ,
where F(C) can be either F1 (C∣ω) or F2 (C).
3.1.3. Classification inducer: C-BSVM. Support Vector Machines (SVMs;
Vapnik (1998)) are among the most popular machine learning algorithms
based on the kernel method. SVMs exhibit state-of the art performance
in the classification task in various biomedical data settings (Zhao et al.
(2006); Lienemann, Plötz and Fink (2007); Thurston et al. (2009); Yu et al.
(2010)). In classification problem, SVMs find a decision function f for a given
set of attributes x, and predict the class label b of target y according to the
sign of f (x) as follows:
⎧
⎪
⎪ + 1, if f (x) ≥ 0,
b(x) = sign(f (x)) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩ − 1, if f (x) < 0.
SVMs provide multiple types of outputs, including a decision value f (x) ∈
R1 and a class label b(x) ∈ {−1, 1}. Many different types of SVMs have
been developed, and we utilize a bound constraint version of the C classification (C-BSVM) algorithm as a base classifier. To implement the CBSVM algorithm, the ksvm function in the libsvm library (Chang and Lin,
2001) in the R package (R Development Core Team, 2010) is utilized. In CBSVM, successive overrelaxation (SOR) algortim for quadratic programs
is used to train SVMs by modified TRON QP solver (Lin et al. (1999);
Karatzoglou, Meyer and Hornik (2006)). For more details concerning the CBSVM algorithm, we refer the reader to Mangasarian and Musicant (1999).
We use linear and radial basis kernels for all SVM models:
Linear kernel ∶ k(x, x′ ) ∶=< x, x′ >
Radial basis function kernel ∶ k(x, x′ ) ∶= exp (−σ∥x − x′ ∥2 ),

imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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where < ⋅, ⋅ > denotes inner product of two vectors, and k is a kernel function.
Most internal parameters of SVM learning are obtained by the internal 5fold CV. For the regularization margin in the Lagrange formulation, we use
a default setup of 1 for a relatively simple but robust prediction function.
3.2. Proposed method.
3.2.1. Two-stage cross-validation. As discussed in Hansen and Salamon
(1990) and Opitz and Maclin (1999), the decision committee method can
reduce test-set error sufficiently by aggregating a few base classifiers, instead of combining all base classifiers. Higher prediction accuracy can be
achieved by eliminating some irrelevant or noisy base classifiers. During this
selection phase, the forward selection approach is adopted to find optimal
combinations of base classifiers similar to Breiman (1996). In the first step,
the best base classifier based on the given prediction accuracy is selected,
and denoted by C 1 . In the second step, each of the remaining base classi(2) L−1
fiers {Cl }l=1
is integrated with C 1 by a given aggregation rule F. The
best pair of base classifiers is picked up, and denoted by C 2 . For each step
of the forward selection approach, the prediction accuracy is assessed, and
only one best base classifier is added.
In this study, we propose a 5-fold cross-validation (CV) method to decide
the total number of base classifiers K to be associated for the final classifier.
The training set is randomly split into five subsets, and four out of five subsets are used to train base classifiers. Let Ccv,i = {Ccv,i (z1 ), . . . , Ccv,i (zL )},
i = 1, . . . , 5 denote the set of base classifiers for the remaining set which is not
used for the ith training. In this phase, we continue the forward selection
procedure until all base classifiers are combined. At each step, prediction
accuracy is assessed for each of the five sets {Ccv,i }5i=1 . Then, we take the
average of the prediction accuracies over five sets, and K is decided by the
number of combined base classifiers in which the highest average prediction
accuracy is achieved. Since another internal 5-fold CV is conducted to determine internal parameters of the SVM learning, a two-stage 5-fold CV is
used in this phase. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed two-stage
CV is novel.
3.2.2. Univariate and interactive feature space. Suppose that we have
the same training data {(yi , xi )}ni=1 as described in section 3.1.1, and testing
data {xi }Ii=n+1 . Suppose each feature variable belongs to at least one feature
m
category m, and xm = {xi,j }ni=1, pj=1
∈ Rn×pm denotes a feature matrix for
the category m, where pm is the number of feature variables belonging to
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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the category m, m = 1, . . . , M and ∑M
m=1 pm = p. Good examples of these
categories would be the blocks of chemical descriptors in chemical toxicity
data presented in this study, or e.g., gene ontology terms in gene expression
profiles (Ashburner et al., 2000).
Two different feature spaces generated from M feature categories are used
to train base classifiers: the univariate feature space and the interactive
feature space. The univariate feature space consists of M feature categories
of X = {xm }M
m=1 . For the interactive feature space, we generate a bivariate
feature space X∗ = {x∗l = (xm , xm′ ), m, m′ = 1, . . . , M, m ≠ m′ , l = 1, . . . , L =
(M
)} to construct a new feature space Z = {X ∪ X∗ }. By doing this, the
2
interactive feature space allows us to use the information of the feature
categories both marginally and interactively. To the best of our knowledge,
this study is the first to use the interactive relationship between feature
categories to construct base classifiers for decision committees.
3.2.3. UDC and IDC with different aggregation rules. Our proposed method
can be summarized in two steps: first, during the construction phase, each
base classifier is trained using a feature category xm from the univariate
feature space or zl from the interactive feature space. C(xm ) and C(zl ) denote the base classifiers, and µ(C(xm )) and µ(C(zl )) denote the first-level
outputs by using the univariate feature space and the interactive feature
space, respectively.
Next, by using two-stage 5-fold CV as described in section 3.2.1, the number of base classifiers K to be aggregated is derived. Once K is decided from
the training set, the same forward selection procedures are repeated until
we find K base classifiers with the best performance. We call the above decision committee system the Univariate Decision Committee (UDC) if the
univariate feature space is used to train the base classifier, and the Interactive Decision Committee (IDC) if both the univariate and the interactive
feature spaces are used. The proposed IDC method is new.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic framework for the IDC method. In this
flowchart, Xm s denote the n × pm matrix for feature categories m, m =
1, . . . , M , and pm is the number of variables belonging to feature category
m. Zl s are elements of the interactive feature space, so Zl is either feature
category Xm or a pair of two feature categories Xm ∪ Xm′ , m ≠ m′ as explained in 3.2.2. Each base classifier T (Zl ) is trained using feature category
Zl in the training set. The total number of base classifiers K to be combined
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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Fig 1. Flowchart of the IDC method with M feature categories. T (Zl ) and C(Zl ) denote
the base classifiers which are trained using feature set Zl for the training set and the testing
set, respectively.

for the final classifier is determined in this phase by the use of two-stage
5-fold CV. Then, first-level predicted outputs can be obtained from the base
classifier C(Zl )s for the test individuals. Finally, the final decision Ĉ is made
by aggregating K base classifiers through using the aggregation rule.
Two aggregation rules F1 and F2 as described in section 3.1.2 are utilized to combine base classifiers in the UDC and IDC methods. First, we
use the aggregation rule of F1 having µ(C(x)) = b(x) = sign(f (x)) as the
first-level output and set ω = 1 for the unweighted average. The IDC method
with this aggregation rule is denoted by IDCF1 . Second, we use the aggregation rule of F2 having µ(C(x)) = f (x) as the first-level output, and IDC
method with this rule is denoted by IDCF2 . Also, we use F1 having either
b(x) or f (x) as the first-level output, and set ω = ω∗ for the weighted average, where ω∗ is defined as the reciprocal of the misclassification rate in
the base classifier during the training phase. IDC methods with these two
rules are denoted by IDCF3 and IDCF4 , respectively. Therefore, four different types of aggregation rules are applied to combine base classifiers. We
set the threshold value c∗ = 0 for the final decision rule. Therefore, F1 is
equivalent to the majority voting method, and F2 yields the same result as
the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) using R as a new feature variable set.
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4. Evaluation measure and other methods.
4.1. Prediction accuracy measurement. For the ToxRefDB data, we have
fewer active compounds compared to inactive compounds, which is imbalanced for all binary endpoints. Thus we chose to use both sensitivity and
specificity to reflect performance on the classification task (Assareh, Moradi and Volkert,
2008). Regarding an active (+1) as positive while an inactive (-1) as negative, sensitivity and specificity are calculated as follows:
Sensitivity =
Specificity =

number of true positives
,
number of true positives + number of false negatives
number of true negatives
.
number of true negatives + number of false positives

Therefore, sensitivity is the proportion of actual active compounds that are
correctly classified as active compounds. Similarly, specificity is the proportion of the true inactive compounds which are correctly classified as inactive
compounds. The average of sensitivity and specificity was used as a prediction accuracy measure to select base classifiers in forward selection, to
decide the number of base classifiers, and to compare the performances on
the classification task among different methods:
Accuracy =

sensitivity + specificity
.
2

To compare improvement in prediction accuracy relative to the single large,
unaggregated classifier, relative increments (RI) of the classification model
M were calculated as follows:
RI(M) =

accuracy of model M − accuracy of a single large classifier
× 100.
accuracy of a single large classifier

4.2. Other methods to be compared. As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the
statistical learning literature includes numerous decision committee approaches
to resolving the binary classification problem. However, some methods require intensive or complicated computation. The primary goal of this study
is to compare the interactive decision committee method to non-interactive
decision committee methods rather than to find optimal subsets of features
or the optimal classifier inducer. Therefore, decision committee methods
that can be implemented by the use of the existing R packages are used for
comparison.
First, a single large, unaggregated SVM classifier was used as a reference model (single SVM). Second, we fitted a logistic regression model for
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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each feature variable, and picked out subsets of variables based on the order of p-values. The training set was split into five subsets, and we took
the average of the p-values from the five subsets. Different numbers of variables were explored (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, 400,
500). Then, a single SVM model was trained using those selected feature
variables for each of the subsets with different sizes, and the best model was
selected to be compared (feature selection). As discussed in Liu et al. (2004),
some variables with comparatively small marginal importance to the outcome can have a large influence through relationships with other variables.
Therefore, marginal screening miss some useful feature variables. Also, adaboost (Freund and Schapire, 1997) and bagging with resample size of 100
were applied to the data by using the adabag package in R. Lastly, the
random forests method with 500 base trees was applied to the data by using the randomForest (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) package in R. Although
adaboost, bagging, and the random forests from R packages are tree-based
algorithms, they provide some assurance that the improvement achieved by
IDC is not solely due to the added diversity.
5. Results: chemical toxicity data analysis. In this section, we describe the results of applying the UDC and IDC methods as well as other
methods to two chemical toxicity data sets. Each data set was randomly
split into two sets, and we used 80% of the data for training, and the remaining set for testing. Ten replications were obtained randomly, and the
average prediction accuracies of the ten replications were compared.

5.1. Prediction accuracy.
5.1.1. ToxRefDB data set. Figure 2(a) displays the average of the prediction accuracies which are the best accuracies among different kernel functions and aggregation rules within each method. The figure shows that the
IDC method achieved the highest prediction accuracies for all endpoints.
The average prediction accuracies obtained from the single SVM classifier
(0.509), from SVM with feature selection (0.525), from adaboost (0.568),
from bagging (0.555), and from random forests (0.561) were very low. When
all base classifiers were combined without a selection phase, both UDC and
IDC methods produced low prediction accuracies as well (0.516 and 0.529,
respectively). By the use of forward selection with the proposed two-stage
5-fold CV, UDC (0.617) and IDC (0.729) methods achieved much higher
prediction accuracies. In the IDC method, the maximum average prediction accuracy was 0.770 for DEV: Rabbit: General Fetal Weight Reduction
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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(Y8), and the minimum average prediction accuracy was 0.683 for CHR:
Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5).
Figure 2(b) displays the average of the relative increments for eighteen
endpoints. The improvement in prediction accuracies achieved by the IDC
method was 43.09% compared to a single classifier. Other classifiers with feature selection (3.17%), adaboost (11.59%), bagging (9.11%), random forests
(10.19%), UDC without selection (1.30%) and IDC without selection (3.81%)
produced much lower relative increments. The UDC method improved prediction accuracy compared to other methods (21.19%) in sixteen endpoints
out of eighteen endpoints, but the improvement was less than with the IDC
method.
Table 3 provides a comparison of prediction accuracy among four aggregation rules in the IDC method. For the ToxRefDB data set, the unweighted
average IDCF1 and LDA-type IDCF2 achieved slightly higher prediction
accuracies for all endpoints than the weighted average IDCF3 and IDCF4 ,
where the weight was defined as the reciprocal of the misclassification rate
in the base classifier during the training phase. IDCF1 performed similarly
to IDCF2 , but IDCF1 achieved slightly higher accuracies than IDCF2 for
ten out of eighteen endpoints.

5.1.2. ICCVAM data set. Figure 3(a) shows the average of the prediction
accuracies which are the best accuracies among different kernel functions
and aggregation rules within each method for the ICCVAM data set. For
the ICCVAM data, all examined methods produced better prediction accuracies compared to those in the ToxRefDB data. However, the IDC method
still achieved the highest prediction accuracy (0.817). The average prediction accuracy was 0.682 by the single SVM classifier, 0.758 by SVM with
feature selection, 0.71 by adaboost, 0.743 by bagging, and 0.73 by random
forests. The average prediction accuracy achieved by the UDC method without selection and the IDC method without selection was 0.727 and 0.607,
respectively. The UDC method achieved higher prediction accuracy than
other methods (0.798), but was slightly lower than the prediction accuracy
achieved by the IDC method.
Figure 3(b) displays the average of the relative increments. The improvement in prediction accuracy by the IDC method (19.91%) was higher than
the improvement by SVM feature selection (11.2%), by adaboost (4.1%), by
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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(a)

(b)
Fig 2. ToxRefDB data set: X axis denotes eighteen endpoints (e.g. Y1 is CHR: Mouse:
Liver Hypertrophy from the table 1), and Y axis denotes either (a) Prediction accuracy
(accuracy of the best model among different kernels and aggregation rules) or (b) Relative
increments (%) (RI of the best model among different kernels and aggregation rules).
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bagging (9.01%), by random forests (7.06%), by the UDC method without
selection (6.64%), and by the UDC method (17.1%). When all base classifiers
were combined without a selection phase, the IDC method performed poorly
(-10.93%) compared to the single SVM classifier. As Shipp and Kuncheva
(2002) noted, the decision committee method can perform worse than a
single classifier due to dependency among base classifiers. Even in such a
case, the proposed IDC method can resolve this problem by selecting best
combinations among base classifiers given the size of the decision committee
system, and improve classification performance as shown in this data example.
A comparison of prediction accuracy among four aggregation rules in the
IDC method is given in table 3. Similar to the ToxRefDB data, there is no
substantial difference in prediction accuracies among the four aggregation
rules. For the ICCVAM data set, the LDA-type of IDCF2 achieved slightly
higher prediction accuracy than the other three aggregation rules.
In summary, we observed that the IDC method improved prediction accuracy by considering interactive effects among categories of feature variables
in both data sets. Selecting base classifiers through forward selection with
two-stage 5-fold CV significantly improves the classification task.
5.2. Selected descriptor categories (base classifiers). In this study, we
focused on improvement on the classification task rather than the feature
selection problem, although diversity among base classifiers was increased
through using heterogeneous subsets of feature variables. However, it is still
be worthwhile to see which descriptor category was most frequently selected.
5.2.1. ToxRefDB data set. Table 4 provides the most frequently selected
descriptor category or pairs of descriptor categories for each endpoint in the
IDC method over ten replications. The selected descriptor categories or pairs
of descriptor categories differ by endpoints. The 2D-topological descriptor
was selected 68 times for all endpoints. More specifically, it was selected
seven times out of ten replications for CHR: Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5),
five times for CHR: Mouse: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y2), and four times
for CHR: Mouse: Liver Tumors (Y3) and DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related
Materl Preg Loss (Y14). 1D-functional group count was selected 66 times for
all endpoints, seven times for DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal
Loss (Y13), six times for MGR: Rat: Viability PND4 (Y18), and four times
for DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss. The categories 2Dimsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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(a)

(b)
Fig 3. ICCVAM data set: Y axis denotes either (a) Prediction accuracy (accuracy of the
best model among different kernels and aggregation rules) or (b) Relative increments (%)
(RI of the best model among different kernels and aggregation rules).
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Table 3
Prediction accuracies for both data sets are given. For the IDC method, linear and radial
basis kernels were used. The best model between linear and radial basis kernel functions
was taken within each aggregation rule. The best aggregation rule is marked in bold. In
the ToxRefDB data set, IDCF1 shows the highest prediction accuracies for ten out of
eighteen endpoints. IDCF2 shows the highest prediction accuracies for the remaining
endpoints. IDCF2 achieved slightly higher prediction accuracies than the other three
aggregation rules in the ICCVAM data set.
DATA

Endpoints

IDCF1

IDCF2

IDCF3

IDCF4

ToxRefDB CHR: Mouse: Liver Hypertrophy (Y1)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y2)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Tumors (Y3)
CHR: Mouse: Tumorigen (Y4)
CHR: Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5)
CHR: Rat: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y6)
CHR: Rat: Tumorigen (Y7)
DEV: Rabbit: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y8)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y9)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y10)
DEV: Rabbit Skeletal Axial (Y11)
DEV: Rat: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y12)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y13)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y14)
DEV: Rat: Skeletal Axial (Y15)
MGR:Rat: Kidney (Y16)
MGR: Rat: Liver (Y17)
MGR: Rat: Viability PND4 (Y18)
Average

0.753l
0.719l
0.730l
0.713l
0.658l
0.716l
0.703l
0.759l
0.712l
0.740l
0.710l
0.702l
0.721l
0.724l
0.751l
0.739l
0.728l
0.743l
0.723

0.710l
0.677r
0.712l
0.698l
0.683l
0.727l
0.707l
0.770l
0.675l
0.704r
0.730l
0.714l
0.730l
0.718l
0.714r
0.714l
0.728l
0.746l
0.714

0.728l
0.678l
0.703l
0.694l
0.632l
0.679l
0.680l
0.715l
0.668l
0.703l
0.685l
0.665l
0.679l
0.697l
0.708l
0.701l
0.697l
0.703l
0.690

0.704l
0.676l
0.683l
0.655l
0.622l
0.684l
0.662l
0.684l
0.650l
0.688l
0.688l
0.665l
0.664l
0.682l
0.698l
0.672l
0.701l
0.696l
0.676

ICCVAM

0.809r

0.817r

0.796l

0.808r

Skin sensitization

l=linear, and r=radial basis kernel function.
IDCF1 = IDC with F1 (b∣ω = 1)
IDCF2 = IDC with F2 (f )
IDCF3 = IDC with F1 (b∣ω = ω∗)
IDCF4 = IDC with F1 (f ∣ω = ω∗)
ω∗ is defined as the reciprocal of the misclassification rate in the base classifier
during the training phase.
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molecular property, 2D-autocorrelation, 2D-connectivity indices, and (1Dfunctional group counts, 2D-molecular property) were also selected many
times (60, 59, 58 and 58 times, respectively) over all endpoints.
5.2.2. ICCVAM data set. As shown in table 4, 1D-functional group count
was the most frequently selected feature category in the IDC application for
the ICCVAM data set (8 times over ten replications). Feature categories of
2D-topological descriptors, 2D-connectivity indices, 2D-molecular property,
and pairs of feature categories (2D-topological descriptors, 1D-functional
group counts), (2D-topological descriptors, 2D-molecular property), (2Dtopological descriptors, 2D-fingerprints) were selected 6 times over ten replications.
5.3. The number of base classifiers to be combined.
5.3.1. ToxRefDB data set. Opitz and Maclin (1999) investigated the appropriate number of base classifiers for the final classifier in bagging and
boosting. The authors reported that much of the reduction in test-set error
was observed at 10 to 15 base classifiers in bagging and boosting applied to
neural networks and in bagging applied to decision trees. Adaboost applied
to decision tree continued to reduce test-set error until 25 base classifiers
were aggregated.
Table 5 provides the mean and standard deviation of the number of base
classifiers to be aggregated, which was decided by two-stage 5-fold CV.
IDCF2 tends to have larger base classifiers (on average, 14.09 and 14.77 for
the linear and radial basis kernels, respectively) than the unweighted average IDCF1 (on average, 7.33 and 2.28 for the linear and radial basis kernels,
respectively), especially for the radial basis kernel. However, the number of
base classifiers was still less than half of all base classifiers for all four models.
Since the number of base classifiers for the final classifier was determined
by 5-fold CV, we explored variation in the total number of base classifiers in
which each CV-test set (the fifth part of the training data) achieves the best
prediction accuracy. Table 6 provides the average of the standard deviation
of the number of base classifiers within 5-fold CV over ten replications.
Smaller variation within CV was observed when the unweighted average
aggregation rule IDCF1 was applied (average standard deviation was 3.67
and 0.08 for the linear and the radial basis kernels, respectively) compared
to the LDA-type aggregation rule IDCF2 (average standard deviation was
8.42 and 10.02 for the linear and the radial basis kernels, respectively).
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DATA

Endpoints

ToxRefDB CHR: Mouse: Liver Hypertrophy (Y1)
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010

CHR: Mouse: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y2)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Tumors (Y3)
CHR:
CHR:
CHR:
CHR:
DEV:
DEV:

Mouse: Tumorigen (Y4)
Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5)
Rat: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y6)
Rat: Tumorigen (Y7)
Rabbit: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y8)
Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y9)

DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y10)

DEV:
DEV:
DEV:
DEV:

Rabbit Skeletal Axial (Y11)
Rat: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y12)
Rat: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y13)
Rat: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y14)

DEV: Rat: Skeletal Axial (Y15)
MGR:Rat: Kidney (Y16)
MGR: Rat: Liver (Y17)
MGR: Rat: Viability PND4 (Y18)

ICCVAM

Skin sensitization

Descriptor categories
(2D-eigenvalue-based indices; 5),
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-atom-centered fragments; 5)
(2D-topological; 5)
(2D-topological; 4), (2D-autocorrelation; 4),
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-molecular property; 4)
(2D-topological, 2D-autocorrelation; 5)
(2D-topological; 7)
(2D-connectivity indices; 8)
(2D-connectivity indices; 8)
(2D-walk and path counts, 1D-functional group counts; 7)
(2D-fingerprints; 4),
(2D-topological, 2D-atom-centered fragments; 4),
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-molecular property; 4)
(0D-constitutional; 4), (2D-walk and path counts; 4),
(1D-functional group counts; 4),(2D-molecular property; 4),
(2D-topological, 2D-molecular property; 4),
(2D-walk and path counts, 2D-atom-centered fragments; 4),
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-fingerprints; 4)
(2D-eigenvalue-based indices, 2D-molecular property; 4)
(0D-constitutional, 2D-atom-centered fragments; 8)
(2D-walk and path counts, 2D-molecular property; 7)
(0D-constitutional; 7), (1D-functional group counts; 7)
(2D-topological; 4), (2D-eigenvalue-based indices; 4),
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-atom-centered fragments; 4),
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-fingerprints; 4)
(0D-Constitutional; 7)
(1D-functional group counts, 2D-molecular property; 4)
(2D-eigenvalue-based indices; 4)
(1D-functional group counts; 6),
(0D-constitutional, 1D-functional group counts; 6),
(2D-connectivity indices, 1D-functional group counts; 6)
(1D-functional group counts; 8)
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5.3.2. ICCVAM data set. As shown in table 5, the mean of the number of
base classifiers to be aggregated by IDCF2 with radial basis kernel (15.7) was
greater than the other three combinations of aggregation rules and kernels.
IDCF2 yielded more variation in the number of base classifiers for the final
classifier (5.8 and 5.93 for linear and radial basis kernels, respectively) than
IDCF1 (3.08 and 2.6 for linear and radial basis kernels, respectively) over
ten replications. Also, more variation in the total number of base classifiers
within 5-fold CV was observed in IDCF2 (9.94 and 9.96 for linear and radial
basis kernels, respectively) compared to IDCF1 (6.51 and 4.96 for linear and
radial basis kernels, respectively).
6. Discussion. In this paper, we proposed an interactive decision committee method that relies on different pairs of existing categories of feature
variables as well as marginal feature categories and two-stage 5-fold crossvalidation with forward selection. The IDC method was applied to two sets
of chemical toxicity data from ToxRefDB and ICCVAM, consisting of binary endpoints and a set of feature variables from ten chemical descriptor
blocks. For simple comparison purposes, the univariate decision committee
method, a single unaggregated classifier with feature selection, adaboost,
bagging, random forests, as well as a single unaggregated classifier were all
applied to the same data set. The basic idea and computation of the IDC
method is very simple, but the IDC method achieves remarkably improved
prediction accuracies compared to all other methods with the chemical toxicity data for which prediction is very challenging. Analysis of the results
suggests that removing redundant base classifiers is necessary to improve
prediction accuracy. For these data sets, the unweighted average method for
base classifiers and a LDA-type aggregation rule produced slightly better
prediction accuracies than the weighted average method.
Our method is in the early stages of development, and there are many
possible ways to improve it. First, the current IDC method can be extended
to resolving multiclass classification problems (Hsu and Lin, 2002) or to predict continuous outcomes (Budka and Gabrys, 2010). Second, it would be
helpful to determine whether the improvement achieved by the IDC method
in this paper can be observed in other types of data, such as gene expression
data with gene categories. Liu et al. (2004) showed that a combinational
feature selection with an ensemble neural network based on individual genes
improved a classification task. Since we searched for all 2nd order interaction terms between feature categories, the current IDC method would be
inefficient for a large number of categories. Gene pathways are numerous,
imsart-aoas ver. 2010/09/07 file: IDC.tex date: December 10, 2010
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Table 5. The average number of base classifiers to be combined in the final classifiers over ten replications. The numbers in parentheses
denote the standard deviation over ten replications. The best method is marked in bold.
DATA

Endpoints

IDCF1

IDCF2

Linear
ToxRefDB

CHR: Mouse: Liver Hypertrophy (Y1)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y2)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Tumors (Y3)
CHR: Mouse: Tumorigen (Y4)
CHR: Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5)
CHR: Rat: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y6)
CHR: Rat: Tumorigen (Y7)
DEV: Rabbit: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y8)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y9)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y10)
DEV: Rabbit Skeletal Axial (Y11)
DEV: Rat: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y12)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y13)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y14)
DEV: Rat: Skeletal Axial (Y15)
MGR:Rat: Kidney (Y16)
MGR: Rat: Liver (Y17)
MGR: Rat: Viability PND4 (Y18)
Average

ICCVAM

Skin sensitization

6.60 ( 1.35
8.00 ( 1.89
6.60 ( 1.35
7.80 ( 1.75
7.00 ( 2.16
7.60 ( 2.63
9.00 ( 2.71
5.20 ( 1.03
7.20 ( 2.53
9.10 ( 2.33
7.00 ( 1.70
8.40 ( 1.84
5.20 ( 1.93
6.80 ( 2.53
9.70 ( 3.13
6.20 ( 1.99
7.80 ( 2.74
6.80 ( 3.01
7.33 ( 2.14

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

15.20 ( 3.08 )

Radial
1.90
2.40
1.90
2.00
1.60
1.70
2.00
1.20
1.60
5.40
1.60
2.00
1.20
1.30
6.00
2.00
3.40
1.90
2.28

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

0.32
0.84
0.32
0.00
0.52
0.67
0.00
0.42
0.52
1.90
0.52
0.00
0.42
0.48
3.13
0.00
2.12
0.32
0.69

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

9.10 (2.60 )

Linear
14.20 ( 4.76
9.70 ( 7.24
13.40 ( 4.77
11.60 ( 5.70
14.70 ( 5.96
17.50 ( 4.72
13.40 ( 4.97
16.50 ( 4.38
12.80 ( 3.91
11.20 ( 4.26
16.10 ( 4.68
13.60 ( 3.47
14.40 ( 6.87
19.10 ( 7.36
14.30 ( 4.11
15.40 ( 7.32
11.20 ( 4.73
14.50 ( 7.20
14.09 ( 5.36

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Radial
15.10 ( 7.40
13.30 ( 4.92
15.30 ( 8.43
14.50 ( 7.60
11.80 ( 7.76
12.70 ( 5.46
14.40 ( 7.59
14.40 ( 10.89
15.20 ( 6.86
15.80 ( 10.08
20.20 ( 11.07
14.30 ( 6.50
18.30 (10.00
10.00 ( 3.83
12.70 ( 4.52
18.90 ( 8.43
16.80 ( 9.09
12.10 ( 4.41
14.77 ( 7.49

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

11.40 (5.80 )15.70 ( 5.93 )
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Table 6
Average standard deviation of the total number of base classifiers within 5-fold CV over
ten replications. The best method is marked in bold.

DATA

IDCF1

Endpoints

IDCF2

Linear

Radial

Linear

Radial

ToxRefDB

CHR: Mouse: Liver Hypertrophy (Y1)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y2)
CHR: Mouse: Liver Tumors (Y3)
CHR: Mouse: Tumorigen (Y4)
CHR: Rat: Liver Hypertrophy (Y5)
CHR: Rat: Liver Proliferative Lesions (Y6)
CHR: Rat: Tumorigen (Y7)
DEV: Rabbit: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y8)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y9)
DEV: Rabbit: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y10)
DEV: Rabbit Skeletal Axial (Y11)
DEV: Rat: General Fetal Weight Reduction (Y12)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Embryo Fetal Loss (Y13)
DEV: Rat: Pregnancy Related Materl Preg Loss (Y14)
DEV: Rat: Skeletal Axial (Y15)
MGR:Rat: Kidney (Y16)
MGR: Rat: Liver (Y17)
MGR: Rat: Viability PND4 (Y18)
Average

2.98
4.09
2.61
2.82
3.05
4.41
3.93
3.87
3.47
3.96
2.96
3.84
4.16
2.97
4.46
3.69
3.84
4.94
3.67

0.49
1.28
0.45
1.03
0.42
0.42
0.76
0.10
0.35
2.68
0.34
0.52
0.11
0.13
2.57
0.49
1.75
0.44
0.80

7.04
9.13
8.49
8.47
11.23
7.86
7.02
9.60
6.22
7.08
10.20
8.90
12.10
8.85
10.30
6.49
6.85
9.82
8.42

10.76
10.79
9.44
10.16
8.48
12.55
8.98
11.72
9.15
11.71
11.94
9.43
11.39
11.26
11.29
10.76
10.80
10.07
10.02

ICCVAM

Skin sensitization

6.51

4.96

9.94

9.96
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so we would need a more efficient way to select 2nd order interaction terms
between gene pathways. Also, we will explore various types of inducers to
achieve further improvement in prediction accuracy. Although the basic idea
of the IDC method does not depend on the type of classifier inducer, the
performance and the selection of the base classifiers can differ by learning algorithms. When feature categories can be defined in multiple ways,
the best choice of feature categories is an open problem. Finally, it would
also be interesting to integrate bootstrap resampling techniques with the
IDC method in order to increase diversity, thus potentially achieving better
prediction performance similar to Assareh, Moradi and Volkert (2008) and
Stefanowski (2005).
Like other decision committee methods, the IDC method provides little
insight into the decision-making process, and thus limited interpretation of
the results could be made (Dietterich, 1997). Despite this limitation, our
work in this paper demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms
other methods compared, yielding higher prediction accuracy. This study
suggests that the proposed IDC method with two-stage 5-fold CV could be
useful to study classification problems when high-dimensional feature variables are grouped into feature categories. Also, the proposed method could
be very useful in challenging QSAR classification problems, providing a useful tool for predicting hazards of chemicals, and prioritizing compounds for
experimental assays.
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